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The redivision of the continent begun by the American Revolution had been intensified by rivalry in the fur
trade. The French fur trade of Montreal had been taken over by British American traders who conducted the
trade with the aid of Frenchâ€¦ Character of the city Montreal is a city with considerable French colonial
history dating back to the 16th century. It began as a missionary settlement but soon became a fur-trading
centre, a role that was enhanced after the conquest of New France by the British in Lawrence proved to be a
major advantage in its development as a transportation, manufacturing, and financial centre. From the time of
the confederation of Canada , Montreal was the largest metropolitan centre in the country until it was
overtaken by Toronto in the s. French Canadians are the majority population in Montreal, which is often said
to be the second largest French-speaking city in the world after Paris , though the accuracy of that statement is
sometimes questioned principally by those who make the same claim for Kinshasa and Algiers. Montreal
remains a city of great charm, vivacity, and gaiety, as well as one of unquestioned modernity. Bonsecours
MarketBonsecours Market, Montreal. Lawrence was a large sea Champlain Sea that eventually drained,
leaving the fertile sedimentary St. Lawrence River valley, which is shaped like a funnelâ€”narrow at the
Quebec city end and considerably wider upriver at Montreal. Those physical conditions eventually translated
into a settlement pattern with more farms and people in and around Montreal than around Quebec city. Old
PortOld Port section of Montreal. Lawrence River, draining the Great Lakes , provided a natural waterway and
transportation corridor to the heart of the North American continent. Its location at the confluence of the St.
Lawrence and Ottawa rivers made it an important staging centre for a fur trade to the west and north as far as
the Hudson Bay. While the Lachine Rapids on the St. Lawrence just west of the city prohibited some larger
vessels from continuing upriver, fur traders were nevertheless able to follow the river to the Great Lakes and,
via Lake Michigan , on to the largest river system in North Americaâ€”the Mississippi - Missouri rivers. The
Lachine Canal National Historic Site preserves the path of the ship canal at the southern end of Montreal
Island that was used to bypass the rapids until the seaway was constructed. The city is built around and up
Mont Royal Mount Royal , which rises to feet metres. Map of Montreal c. Climate Montreal has a continental
climate, but its proximity to the Great Lakes, in combination with prevailing westerly winds, modifies
temperatures for both winter and summer. The prevailing winds and Great Lakes also influence precipitation ,
which is relatively even year-round amounting to approximately 41 inches 1, mm annually. In winter, though,
that precipitation is mainly in the form of snow, and totals often exceed 7 feet about 2. A memorable ice storm
in took a number of lives, made travel on roads impossible, and caused major damage to hydroelectric
transmission lines and trees. City layout The rapid economic growth of Montreal following World War II was
accompanied by administrators intent upon grand designs. Expo 67 Man and His World involved massive
construction and was located on two islands in the St. City HallMontreal City Hall. While the Place
Ville-Marie remained an important landmark, taller buildings were constructed at the end of the s. While
visitors often note the European flavour of Montreal, downtown Montreal is definitely North American in
style. Particularly popular is the Jean-Talon market, which hosts hundreds of vendors in summer months.
Offering an abundance of haute-cuisine restaurants and art galleries, Old Montreal is popular with tourists and
locals alike. Northwest of Mont Royal is Outremont, which merged with Montreal City in and has long been
home to the Francophone elite. At the beginning of the 21st century, Outremont was also home to the second
largest Hasidic Jewish community in North America after the one in New York City. Also noteworthy is the
monumental St. The renaissance-style oratory is easily recognizable with its large white dome surmounted by
a cross that marks the highest point in Montreal feet [ metres] above sea level. It is a common ritual for pious
pilgrims to climb its 99 front stairs on their knees. The growth of Montreal as a manufacturing centre required
plenty of labour; in answer, some came from Europe, but most of those who sought work were French
Canadians, which eventually led to conflict. The owners and controllers of the Montreal economy were, for
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the most part, Anglophones; French Canadians, the dominant population from the mids, worked in the
factories. That divide at the workplace was mirrored in a spatial pattern that developed whereby Boulevard
Saint-Laurent St. Lawrence Street became a linguistic partition, with Francophones living to the east of it and
English speakers to the west. The economic boom following World War II attracted immigrants from Europe,
Asia, Africa, and elsewhere in the Americas, transforming Montreal into a diverse multicultural city. Despite
that increase in immigrant population, French speakers make up about half of the population in the city proper
and some two-thirds of the population on the island. Religious affiliations in Montreal generally follow ethnic
traditions. Roman Catholicism is by far the dominant faith, although active religious practice among Roman
Catholics has dramatically diminished since the midth century. Economy Manufacturing Transportation
improvements were vital in attracting manufacturing industries to Montreal. With canal construction and
advancements, oceangoing vessels were able to reach the city, and, with rail developments, by the s Montreal
had become a hub for transcontinental and international movement of goods. As a consequence,
manufacturing industries lined the Lachine Canal, producing cotton goods, clothing, textiles, shoes, food, and
beverages as well as ships, metal goods, and petroleum products. By the midth century the general shift from
rail to road transportation of goods was matched by the flight of many industries away from Montreal to
suburbs. The restructuring of industry resulted in the loss of manufacturing jobs, but, over time, new often
high-tech industries emerged. Other industries include food processing , beverage making, engineering,
software development, and the manufacture of telecommunications equipment and pharmaceuticals, along
with printing and publishing. Indeed, the operational headquarters of the Bank of Montreal relocated in
Toronto, thus assisting the latter city in becoming the financial capital of Canada. Transportation The series of
rapids on the St. Lawrence River west of Montreal long served as a barrier to oceangoing vessels accessing the
Great Lakes. However, that impediment was overcome in with the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway, a
joint venture of the U. The seaway, along with the introduction of icebreakers in winter, not only provided
much-greater access to the centre of the North American continent but also benefited other Quebec port cities,
such as Baie Comeau and Quebec city, as ships could now bypass Montreal in the transatlantic trade. In
response, Montreal invested in container facilities and became a leader in that vital shipping service. The s
also saw the proliferation of automobiles and freeways, and in the Metropolitan Boulevard, an east-west
throughway that spanned the island, was opened. In the early 21st century Montreal was afflicted by
considerable traffic congestion that may have been at least partly a long-term consequence of a cost-driven
moratorium on freeway construction from to Montreal is still a railway centre, and, while much of the rail
traffic is dedicated to moving goods, there is also regular passenger service to other cities such as Toronto and
the Ottawa-Gatineau area. Montreal is served by two international airports both under the same authority:
Hussein Abdallah Public transportation in Montreal dates from the intermittent use of horse-drawn omnibuses
perhaps as early as the late s. During the winter in the s, sleighs replaced the railcar service that was
inaugurated in By the entire system had been electrified and the last horsecars withdrawn from service.
Electric trolley buses were used from to The system was inaugurated six months before the opening of Expo
Each Metro station has a different architectural design and artistic decor. Underneath the city, some million
square feet 36 million square metres of pedestrian walkways, malls, and shops offer protection from the winter
cold and snow. Directly connected to the subway system, the elaborate underground network ranks as the
largest of its kind in the world. Aboveground, for three seasons of the year, the public bicycle share system,
BIXI an amalgam of the words bicycle and taxi , allows riders to rent a bike and drop it off at a docking
station near their destination. Administration and society Government As the population expanded, many
independent cities and villages were established adjacent to the city of Montreal first incorporated in on other
islands, as well as on both shores of the St. One of the dynamics of that population growth was the annexation
of many of those villages and cities, beginning in with the city of Hochelaga. More than two dozen others
were added by In the remaining separate municipalities on Montreal Island merged into Montreal City as
districts of the city. However, a number of those new districts objected to the arrangement, and in most of the
former municipalities were permitted to vote for or against continued affiliation with Montreal. Ultimately, 15
communities chose to deamalgamate and became separate municipalities again in For example, Montreal was
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in financial trouble as a result of the Great Depression of the s, and the provincial government established a
new structure in wherein 99 councillors were elected by individuals who fell into three categories: Each class
had 33 councillors, and the city was divided into 11 electoral districts. The class system was phased out by,
and the number of districts was increased to Its responsibilities, for the whole of Montreal Island and Bizard
Island to the north, included assessment and tax collection, traffic control , water and sewage services, police
and fire protection, and antipollution activities. It was governed by a general council and an executive
committee. In an urban governance system was created under which councillors were elected from 54
electoral areas in the city. The present model emerged through the annexation of all independent
municipalities on the island of Montreal, the dissolving of the Montreal Urban Community, and then the
election of a new provincial government under which the annexation of 15 municipalities was reversed
through referendum Today Montreal has a two-tier government system composed of the City of Montreal and
its 19 boroughs. Each borough has its own council and sends one or more councillors depending on population
to represent the borough on the member City Council, headed by the mayor. Since the larger entity of the
island of Montreal including the 15 municipalities that chose not to remain incorporated in the city has been
governed by an agglomeration council, which establishes priorities for a range of services from public transit
to waste management. Moreover, on the regional level, a still-broader institution, the Montreal Metropolitan
Community formed in , serves 82 municipalities, encompassing an area of nearly 1, square miles 4, square km
and some four million residents. Health The comprehensive Quebec health care system issues a health card to
all residents that covers the cost of treatment of a wide range of health issues. Education As throughout
Quebec, there is a public school system that supports both French- and English-speaking schools. The
majority of those institutions are French-speaking, reflecting the majority Francophone population. There are
also a range of private schools. Montreal is probably the outstanding city of Canada in terms of higher
education. McGill University founded and Concordia University ; formed by the merger of Sir George
Williams University, founded in , and Loyola College, founded in offer mainly English-language instruction,
whereas the University of Montreal and the University of Quebec at Montreal serve the French-speaking
population. Beltz Cultural life With its Place des Arts, museums, public libraries, art galleries, bookshops in
most European languages, symphony orchestra , publishing houses, theatre companies, and free public lectures
at the universities, Montreal must be accounted as a major cultural centre. The Place des Arts is a complex of
concert and theatre halls in downtown Montreal. Adjacent to it is the Museum of Contemporary Art, which
was founded in and moved to its present location in Also nearby is the Complexe Desjardins, an exciting
example of modern architecture; the complex, with its multilevel terraces, balconies, mezzanines, and sunken
plaza, comprises three office towers, a public square, a hotel, and several restaurants and retail stores. Art
instruction is given, among other places, at the Museum of Fine Arts. Besides a conservatory of music,
faculties or schools of music offer instruction at the universities.
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Posted on October 10, So Newton passed by with minimal effects to Sonrisa â€” electricity was out for a few
hours with some 50 knots being recorded in the marina. A normal thunderstorm shuts down La Paz due to the
poor drainage so it was a couple of days until the boys returned to school. Plenty of trees down but otherwise
La Paz came off lightly. It really is incredible that it was 10 years ago he crossed the Atlantic as a toddler, one
really needs to enjoy these times, gone far too soon. We now have a week in Puerto Vallarta sin ninos for our
14th wedding anniversary, another milestone I find hard to appreciate, again seems like last week Mel and I
were working on Wild B in Italy. Just before we head to Tasmania in November our dear friends from Seattle
Rennie and Denny are coming to stay on Sonrisa â€” a great opportunity for us to repay their incredible
hospitality. Tasmania will be an interesting time as we sort out our lives, Mexican permanent residency and
whether to sell the farm in Tasmania.
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Shabaan There has been no report of sighting of the Hilal for the month of Shabaan on the eve of Monday 29th
Rajab, from anywhere within the parameters of the Hilal Committee of Toronto. Correspondingly the 29th of
Shabaan will fall on Wednesday 17th June Rajab There has been confirmed and verified report of sighting of
Hilal for the month of Rajab from within the parameters of The Hilal Committee, on the eve of Sunday 29th of
Jumada al Thani Sunday 19th April Correspondingly the 29th of Rajab will fall on Monday 18th May Rabial
Awwal There has been confirmed and verified sighting of Hilal for the month of Jumada al Awwal from
within the parameters of the Hilal Committee of Toronto on the eve of Thursday the 29th Rabi al Thani.
Rabial Aakhar There were various verifiable sightings of the new crescent in the parameters of the Hilal
Committee, on the eve of Wed Jan 21, 29th Rabial Awwal , therefore the first of Rabial Aakhar will be on
Thursday 22nd of January, The 1st of Rabiul Awwal will be on Wed 24th of December, Safar Hilal for the
month of Safar was sighted and confirmed from within the parameters of The Hilal Committee in Trinidad and
Guyana. Correspondingly the 29th of Safar will fall on Monday the 22nd December Correspondingly the 29th
of Muharram will fall on Sunday the 23rd of November Therefore the month of Zhul Hijjah will begin on
Friday the 26th of September, Therefore the month of Shawwal completes 30 days on Tuesday and the 1st of
ZulQada will be Wednesday the 27th of August, The 29th of ZulQada will fall on Wednesday the 24th
September Shawwal There have been confirmed sightings of the new crescent in the parameters of the Hilal
Committee on the eve of Sunday July 27th, 29th Ramadan , therefore the Hilal Committee of the GTA
officially declares the completion of the blessed month of Ramadan. Ramadan There have been no confirmed
sightings of the new crescent in the parameters of the Hilal Committee on the eve of Friday June 27th, 29th
Shabaan , therefore the Hilal Committee of the GTA officially declares Shaban to complete 30 days and
Ramadan will begin on Sunday 29th of June, Correspondingly the 15th of Shabaan will fall on Friday
corresponding with 13th June The blessed night of Baraat will be on Thursday night Friday morning. The
29th of Shaban will fall on Friday the 27th June Each member organisation is requested to send no more then
2 Reps and a Imam or Scholar to the meeting. Vali for information and or to place order for The Hilal
Committee Calendar for the hijra year Rajab The hilal for the month of Rajab was NOT sighted within the
parameters of the Hilal Committee on the eve of 29th of Jumada al Thani, corresponding with Tuesday 29th
April Correspondingly the 29th of Rajab will fall on Thursday the 29th May The 1st of Jumada al Thani will
fall on Tuesday the 1st of April Correspondingly the 29th of Jumada al Thani will fall on Tuesday the 29th
April Corresponding to Saturday the 1st March
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With Moon Metro Montreal, you can find the hottest French fusion cuisine, the hippest entertainment, and the most
talked-about attractions in the second-largest French-speaking city in the world.
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The Moon phase calculator shows exact times of the various moon phases for MontrÃ©al, Quebec, Canada in year or in
other locations and years.
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This 5-day Montreal itinerary highlights the best things to see and do in every neighborhood on your visit to the busy,
vibrant Canadian city. Sample delicious food, tour museums, and get to know the city on foot or by bike.
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